
Fimo Christmas Tree Pendant
Instructions No. 1547

This Christmas winning idea of our handicraft competition "Hauptsache selbstgemacht" by Rieke (our 3rd place) is especially
suitable for Christmas handicrafts with children.

Fimo figures in a Christmas tree ball
Design Christmas baubles in a different way: from soft Fimo Modelling clay small figures are formed according to your
personal taste, hardened in the oven and then decoratively glued into transparent Acrylic balls . 

Modelling made easy
Knead the Modelling clay. The warmth of the hands makes the mixture wonderfully soft and smooth. First, form only into the
Modelling clay of a colour. From small balls you can create heads and bodies, from "sausages" you form arms and legs. 

Roll the Modelling clay to a flat "dough" and cut out shapes for your creative idea. Your idea did not succeed? Then simply
knead the mass together and start a new attempt! For this reason, this kneading fun is also particularly suitable for the
Crafting with children. 

Your finished Santa Clauses, reindeer, Christmas trees & Co are then hardened in the oven. If you like, you can provide the
figures with a Protective varnish 

As soon as the figures are glued into the Acrylic balls or on cutting discs, they can be hung on the Christmas tree or on a
Christmas branch - absolute eye-catchers!

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1

110457 VBS Modelling sticks 1

110587 FIMO gloss varnish 1

440868 Acrylic ball, Ø 7 cm 1



51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
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